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	Windows Azure Mobile Services, 9781118678695 (1118678699), Wrox Press, 2013

	Windows Azure Mobile Services (WAMS) is a turn-key backend solution for applications, mobile or otherwise, to utilize structured storage in the cloud. It includes basic data access functionality and built-in authentication with Microsoft Account, Facebook, Twitter and Google, as well as push notification to the client app. This compact, to the point book gives you just what you need to get up and running with these tools.

	
		Demonstrates how to add, update, delete and retrieve data using standard .NET classes or REST-based requests
	
		Describes how Windows Azure Mobile Services supports authentication of the user and looks at the mechanism used to authenticate the user
	
		Features a number of examples that show how the WAMS scripting capability can be used to meet real-world business needs
	
		Examines the limits of Windows Azure Mobile Services, including scalability, database integration, and redundancy options



	This book shows you exactly how to take advantage of the functionality offered by Windows Azure Mobile Services.
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Innovators and Tinkerers Role in Business: A General and Technical Analysis (Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship)Nova Press, 2010

	This book investigates various drivers of innovation within small businesses, as well as the role that innovation plays in creating value in small businesses. The analysis suggests that additions in employee headcount increase innovation while growth in sales does not increase innovation. The analysis also finds that increases in research and...


		

Broadband Access Networks: Technologies and Deployments (Optical Networks)Springer, 2009
Considering the key evolutions within the access network technologies as well as the unprecedented levels of bandwidth demands by end users, this book condenses the relentless research, design, and deployment experience of state-of-the-art access networks. Furthermore, it shares the critical steps and details of the developments and deployment...


		

Optical Engineering Fundamentals, Second Edition (SPIE Tutorial Text Vol. TT82)SPIE Publications, 2009

	This classic Tutorial Text provides a basic understanding of many fundamental optical principles. The second edition has been updated to reflect the development of electronic sensors, as well as the advent of mainstream consumer optical products. Chapters also emphasize the application of state-of-the-art computer software to generate...





	

Challenges And Risks Of Genetically Engineered Organisms (Biological Resource Mangement in Agriculture)OECD, 2004
This book discusses the often diverging risks and opportunities associated with genetically engineered organisms in terms of the environment, food safety, and economics and trade. These issues were raised at the OECD Workshop on Challenges and Risks of GMOs - What Risk Analysis is Appropriate? Options for Future Policy Making Towards...


		

Joe Celko's Thinking in Sets:  Auxiliary, Temporal, and Virtual Tables in SQLMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
THIS BOOK DEALS with the use of various kinds of SQL programming techniques that make use of tables rather than procedural code. I have been telling people that the biggest obstacle to learning SQL is unlearning procedural programming, but saying that does not show someone who has been thinking in fi les and procedural code his or her entire career...

		

Age-Period-Cohort Analysis: New Models, Methods, and Empirical Applications (Chapman & Hall/CRC Interdisciplinary Statistics)CRC Press, 2013

	Age-Period-Cohort Analysis: New Models, Methods, and Empirical Applications is based on a decade of the authors’ collaborative work in age-period-cohort (APC) analysis. Within a single, consistent HAPC-GLMM statistical modeling framework, the authors synthesize APC models and methods for three research designs:...
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